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Fourth Reich wrote:
I believe that the destruction of Christianity will come with and complement the destruction of Communism.

Communism is political christianity and if the communists win, it’s no different than what would happen and has ALREADY happened with communist countries. Take China as an example.

People are living like 50 persons in a bucket house, there is no individuality, they work nonstop, have no internet, get fed a cup of rice, go to sleep and all this over and over again. Then they die and that’s that. Many people mention things about the Chinese. How they are emotionless and so forth. Communism made them as such. If you see the Japanese which are very close if not identical in Racial terms, they are far more ahead as spirits. Now if Communism had full power, we would be products that can be bought and sold, mutilated, work for about 12 hours for 1/4 loaf of bread, raped, persecuted, have children only to keep this machine of the jews going and be eternal soulless slaves. Forget about powers of the mind and everything else. Listen to the new Sermons by HPS Maxine. This is the message of Xianity. Where Xianity says "Surrender and let god own you and your fate" or "have fear in god as god knows" or "god will send you to hell for you have sinned...Communism, the twin indicates "Surrender and let the state own you and your fate" or "have fear in the state as the state knows" or "the state will punish you for you have thought for yourself." Etc. etc.

Satan has told me personally that this is how the jews govern, exactly like their Reptilian masters and creators. They themselves have a slave state in which they lead and everyone is a slave to someone else. That’s simply how they govern as it comes from the Soul. The plan of the enemy for Humanity can be evidently seen in the times of the middle ages. Stupid physical drones who are getting all their soul energy vamped, physical and spiritual slaves and cattle. Then you die and all essence left goes to a mass-energy vault your slave master uses for whatever they fucking desire.
It’s not a coincidence that wherever they have power, even if it is above 5 or 10 persons, these persons are treated horribly like soulless slaves. "Slave" is a term the jews love as they are parasitic and problematic beings. Many who have worked for jewish CEOs and such, know the horrible conditions. Jews in colleges and universities ask all sorts of perverted things to give people graduation papers and much more. When these horrible beings have power, they treat people and the masses no different than a grey or reptilian would treat you were they here.
Wake up and fight relentlessly until no teeth are left in these horrid twins, xianity and communism.

HAIL SATAN!!!!

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666